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1979 Revolution: Black Friday, as the title suggests, is a game about the revolution in Iran in the late 1970s. Its basically a Tell-
Tale-style game about this time in history. You can read the summary of the game on the Steam page if you want more info.

The choices here seem pretty varied. You can choose to act violent, peaceful, neutral. The story doesn't change much. Choices
really just affect who likes you and who doesn't like you.The story itself is very interesting. Black Friday I think is a piece of
history that most people in the US won't have too much knowledge about unless you have family or friends that were affected
by it. This game definitely follows in the roots of similar games like The Walking Dead and Wolf Among Us. It's a great story
with morally difficult choices and options that will have you regretting your decision for a long time after the game ends.

The game falters in the graphical fidelity and model animations department however. As engrossing as the story is, the
lackluster animations really take you out of the game. This is incredibly evident in the earlier scenes with the large crowds
gathered in the streets, you see models and animations repeated. It is definitely to be expected because of the indie nature of this
game, but it really does take the edge off of the dire nature of the plot. The third person walking segements are by far the worst
part of this game. They are just used to deliver the real world examples of Iran in 1979 via picture taking and NPC interaction
(a la Dead Spaces tapes), but with the previously mentioned animations and the slow-moving character makes the sequences just
dreadful to get through.

I like the precedent that this game sets of using real-world history that a lot of people aren't really privy to to tell a unique story
from a perspective that a lot of the audience just doesn't have. It was enlightening to learn about this important part of Iran's
cultural identity through the medium of a video game. However, the glaring faults of this game really show the cracks and
difficulties of be taken seriously as an art form in the entertainment industry.

I can't recommended this game unless you are interested in the subject matter. $6 is not a lot to spend, but maybe you're better
off spending it on something else.. This is a straight up run, jump, collect the stuff and get to the exit game with a boss at the
end of each set of levels. There are several goals for each level such as collect all the stars, kill all the enemies, finish before the
clock runs out, etc. There is a single checkpoint about half way through each level.

It is quite fun, and frustrating at times, in a good way. The controls are tight and I have no complaints about the game play.

Two minor points:

1) When you pick up a heart or a power up (or when the power up fades) the whole game freezes while it makes a sound. This is
apparently by design and not a glitch. It only last about a half of a second but it throws my timing off and I sometimes get hit
because of it.

2) Occasionally, and randomly, the whole game starts chugging and stuttering for a second or two. It doesn't seem to be related
to the number of enemeis on the screen. I don't know what language it's written in, but it is possibly just garbage collection. It
only happens once, or rarely twice per level and it doesn't usually cause too much of a problem, but is very noticable when it
happens.

I've been playing almost two hours and I'm not quite half way through it. It defintely gets tougher and takes longer as you go,
and I've made no special effort to complete any of the goals yet. I'm just getting to the exit asap on this run.

This is a port of a mobile game, but it's virtually unnoticable. It plays as well as any other PC game of this type.

Edit: And then I get to the mine cart levels about 3.2 hours in to it and quit. I still had $3.39 worth of fun and still recommend it
if you don't mind long, trial and error, jumping from cart-to-cart sequences, but after about 25 tries I have moved on.

Edit 2: I got bored and powered through that terrible cart level. Then a few levels later, there was an even worse cart level (much
worse.) I nearly threw my gamepad several times, but I was commited at that point and finally made it and finished the game on
normal in 5.3 hours. Probably one full hour of that was the two cart levels.
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I don't think the cart levels should be there at all since it's otherwise a straight platformer, but it's still a fun game overall.. the
best thing about this game was uninstalling it. This is a fun RPG with some interesting elements. While you may notice right off
the bat that some of the design decisions are a bit lower quality than some games like Mass Effect or Fallout 3, this game is still
fun nonetheless. There are 9 classes all of which have unique abilities that actually feel powerful. The world is rather large, the
monsters are varied enough to keep things fun, and so on. If you're a RPG fan, and want something new to play, check this one
out. At least pick it up when it goes on sale if you aren't sure about it.. This game is awesome for young children. My daughter's
a big fan. A couple of the games are a bit tough for little kids, but she loves decking her kitty out with new clothes and skins.
The recent updates have really improved the look of things.

Keep up the good work!. An extremely short (6 stage) but fun filled romp.

There's little to no story. I guess you can keep using the same one of four units over and over for each stage JUST to see what
they say, but other than that the story is super simple and 70's esque. Its a fun nostalgia fest.

As for the gameplay, it was challenging. If you are new to shmups, easy will feel like "hard mode".

It involves using 4 unique power ups: drill, thunder, rocket, and needle. Each one with their own strengths, weaknesses, uber
moves, and "mini uber", which is activated by letting go of the fire button when the "charge" is filled up. The way the shooting
has a charge meter adds a nice rhythm to the shooting, with each unique charge filling up once every 3 seconds or so. Its a nice
unique way to add a small gameplay dimension to the shooting instead of the usual "hold down fire and aim the ship".

Is this game a masterpiece? Heavens no. Is this game worth the price, ESPECIALLY on sale? Definately.. First 30 min
impression
This is alpha not beta.
No pause, no save and no load. Every time restart from begining!!!
Mouse is slow, handling units hard (select is not alwasy working, need 3-4 trys to select a unit). Kamera is wery slow inaccurate,
klicking on map and you will see that spot to eternity...
Hard to get back to your place.
When you design a work to do for peasant, wait till they start their job, because if you click somewhere else they go there...
No HP bar of units, buildings, no repair for buildings.
You have to keep around a minute over an icon to see what it is, not to much information. Some of the missleading.
In current state absolutely not worth to buy.
No techtree, take a few try to found out what to build and where.
Enemy AI Too fluent, no stucks like in human play, so you will lose easily.
etc.. As others have said, this game feels and plays like a cheap, uninspired flash game. I really don't understand why it has 75%
positive reviews; gameplay gets stale by the third level, art is awkward and tacky, main character is the embodiment of stinky
Texan redneck stereotypes... I've put 3.3 hours into it, completed 100%, achievements included.

Got it for free and I tell you I'd be angry if I had paid for it. Avoid.. A charming if rough around the edges point-and-click
game.

Graphics and characters models are fairly basic, but occasional splashes of color add to the appealing and unique art-style.
While puzzles are fairly basic, they're also intuitive, so I never wasted time trying to find that one cryptic answer the developers
expected. The main premise is executed fairly good, with the protagonist using the real-life equipment for hunting ghosts
instead of some fantastical items.

Overall, the game has a nice atmosphere, humor and fun enough gameplay. Made me interested in checking out the original
game simply titled "The Lost Crown".

6/10.
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Great game!
Far better level design compared to the first encounter in my opinion.
Gameplay wise it is a hell of alot of fun with a lot of enemies, lots of guns and more fun!
When it comes to VR i would say serious sam games are by far one of the best when it comes to options. They have both
onward style movement and teleportation. Both with different methods of comfort options to make each work the best for you.
. love it .. addictive. Poop \/ 10

Got it on sale so no big deal, but at least I expected a playeable game, not an unstable-laggy-buggy game.. I see black screen and
hear some commodore c64 like sound in the background. The game does not work.. As a fan of indie\/sim VN's, I purchased
this game as soon as I saw it. However, it feels repetitive and not worth the $20 I paid... Well worth every cent. Autumn fields
are my new favourite;-). It's like Quanero VR but not nearly as much rewinding. You don't need to study each scene in great
detail. The rewinding is really only incase you missed something.
If you do miss something you can just play the entire scene again and follow someone else.

There's a map that shows all characters locations on the timeline and how much of their activity you "witnessed"

It's fun to follow the characters as they creep around the house to see what they are up to.
I was really getting into putting myself in a perfect camera postion to maximize the drama.
it's pretty neat how the characters are all involved in complex situations at all times even when you're
not watching.

Decent amount of content if you're gonna crack the case wide open and unlock all the achievements.. if u like parkour games, u
like this. its pretty chill.. Wow the way to see 360 Music Videos and more

dimitri vega video was so cool! I felt like being at
The event and boat! Highly recommend

Thank you. Ok, so this was just \u20ac2, but it is still a techdemo. Gigantic latency issues so unless you are playing slow rock
music or blues (forget faster metal like beats) and the symbals flail around if you get too close.

If you want to let your kids experiment with playing drums before you buy them a drumset, fine - buy this for them.
If you already have been playing drums for a while and want a VR experience because of space issues in your home - this will
just make you sad.

3 minutes with this was enough for me, i'll stick with my TD-11 KV.
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